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POST OFFICE, CAIRO, EGYPT 

N° during the tourist season, the officers of state could indulge in the luxury 
mails out of Cairo are tremendously of corresponding with a foreign country— 

heavy. And no wonder! Everyone who and a letter from the King of Egypt to 
travels in Egypt, who comes into contact the King of Babylon might take months 
with the most ancient of civilizations, in transit. Some of these royal letters 
must say something about his impres- have come down to us. They are very 
sions to someone—even if he has hitherto long, full of elaborate salutations and 
been a lazy correspondent. He may send important news—as if their writers con- 
only a postal card showing the Great Pyr- sidered their composition the event of a 
amid with ‘““X showing the spot where I season. 
ate my luncheon.”? But he must write All things considered, we may be grate- 
something! ful that themodern postal system of Egypt 

And since the discovery of the tomb of is what it is—efficient, orderly, up-to- 
Tutankhamen, tourists have multiplied, date. Of course, the Cairo Post Office is 
impressions have been voluminous, and equipped with Otis Elevators. 
the mails have increased enormously .‘‘Of So with the advance of civilization, 

course, you can’t imagine it without being Otis, the symbol of twentieth century 
here, but I simply must tell youabout.....” convenience, has been put at the service 
And so on. of the Pharaohs of Egypt in spreading 

It is very lucky for the correspondents their fame far beyond any worlds which 
that with her wonders ofantiquity, Egypt they could even have dreamed of! The 
did not also inherit the ancient postal sys- pyramid builders would, we feel sure, ap- 
tem. Only the Pharaohs and the great preciate the marvel. 

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 

Offices in all Principal Cities of the World 
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| Better Co-Op. Service | 
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CH Because it is the purpose of The Co-Op Ce 

: to serve you student members in the best C3 : 
| > : > | 
i 9 possible manner -- we have made a S ZS j 
' resolution for 1928. That resolution yy .)) i 
i is to make the work of The Co-Op and J i 
; its benefits to you even more valuable J j 

© than before. To carry out the improvement © 
i in benefits to you we plan to make 1928 i 
i your biggest and our biggest Co-Op year. i 

| | 
| ! 
| | ! The UNIVERSITY CO-OP. ! 
i E. J. GRADY, Mgr. i 
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| : 
B USINESS is generally quiet with the man 

| who keeps quiet about his business. You i 

can never be sure that others know what you 

i have to offer unless you tell them. That’s why i 

we keep telling you about our printing busi- 

i ness. “Commercial” printing can be utilized to 

your advantage in telling others about your i 

i business. 
| 2 

| | 
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BLIED PRINTING CO. o MADISON, WIS. 

| 
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fe “This article you sold me = 
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e In fact I think your store . + 
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& Behind the counter hied, 2 
fe To show him lots of best grade goods, 2 
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PICTURES THAT LIVE 
By R. DeWirr Jorvan, e’'27, General Electric Company 

N untrained observer stationed on a high hill for as well as self-termed inventors whose fantastic oddities 

A the purpose of mapping a given terrain, finds  strew the trails their minds have trod—have labored 

himself confronted with innumerable details. Before for more than forty years in the attempt to produce 

his gaze there unrolls in panoramic succession, hills and reproduce sound photographically. 

and valleys, shadowy patch-like woodlands and checker- In 1879 Professor Graham Bell and his associate, 

board pastures, and for a Tainter, conducted a series 

moment he hesitates on of experiments having as 

where to begin the map- their goal the transmission 

ping process. Obviously he . of speech along a beam of 

cannot include everything light, using as a transmit- 

he sees, for there is much os ter a very small mirror 

that reflects the changing : attached to a diaphragm. 

seasons, or the whims of Rg 4 -— . a 4 A year later a man by the 

man, lacking permanency. _ oe name of Fritts carried the 

In equal truth there is but / S 5 work of Bell and Tainter 

little which he may omit, a é 7s one step further by caus- 

since many things may * LG ey ~ ing the vibrating light 

hinge on the twist of a i eg beam to be photograph- 

road, or the dip of a hill. , cr ically recorded. During the 

Hence the observer’s prob- e Be twenty years between 1897 

lem becomes one of sep- w Phi ; and 1906 very little work 

aration and_ combination, ig 3 was done on the photo- 

the completed whole gath- a oe graphic recording of sound. 

ering value from the indi- SS William Du Bois Dud- 

vidual contributions of its if a dell, an electrical engineer 

kaleidoscopic parts. 3 of Chelsea, England, in a 

The writer who deliber- a patent filed in 1902 des- 

ately sets out to marshall (- = cribes what he conceives 

an effective, interesting and 4 to be “an improved phono- 

withal imposing array of 4 graph”, Duddell’s work is 

facts about the so-called 4 m significant, because, even if 

“talking movie” of today, i modern engineers are re- 

or for that matter about A luctant to admit it, the fact 

any engineering project of i remains that Duddell laid 

major importance, may be a down in his paper a foun- 

likened to that previously The Author dation for much of the 

mentioned observer on a hill. For contrary to all present work on talking movies. His words: “I record 

popular opinion, the “talking picture” is not new, and by means of an oscillograph or similar apparatus on a 

its biography is a tangled skein of facts, counter-facts, moving film, or paper, or other suitable photographic 

fantastic dreams and cold realities. material—” apply to a present extremely successful 

Research scientists—men who deal with a carefully system of voice recording by photography. 

woven fabric of facts or partially substantiated theories, In attacking any problem, or question, one must first
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ask oneself, much as in the case of the hilltop observer: driven no faster. Today there is no absolute standard, 
What conditions must the solution fulfill, in order to and it is tacitly understood that the film footage per 
be universally applicable? So with the talking motion minute shall be arbitrarily established by the exhibitor. 
picture one must lay down certain principles based It might be mentioned in passing that while there is 
wholly on commercial considerations, as limits between no standard rate of speed, the upper and lower limits 
which the talking motion picture, in order to be com- may be fixed as approximately 60 to 120 feet of film 

per minute, 

Third, the recording and reproducing devices must 
2 wo co” be absolutely inertialess, excepting possibly the dia- 

f 95 phragm for receiving and the diaphragm for reproduc- 
89 me ing sound. This requirement applies particularly to the 

ww to... 93 100 extremely light vibrator of the oscillograph. We shall 
| 89 —— a see later in this article how that peculiar characteristic 

rt ed ott 1 ©) of the photoelectric cell, namety, its resistance-sensitivity 

i 29 under the influence of light, places it in the inertialess 
<n O fo} catagory. 

il HO 109 105 Fourth, the receiving device must be sufficiently 
fp aan 109 & -10) Sensitive to permit its being successfully concealed at 
eo | (3 B a reasonable distance from the speaker, or source of 

077 E con Fs sound, to be photographed. This requirement is fully 
108 -© " Lao met by the extremely efficient pick-up devices of 

Wiring Diagram of Apparatus modern broadcasting. . 
Fifth, the reproduction must be very good, and of 

mercially successful, must fall, The first condition is SMficient loudness to fill any theater where the talking 
that a standard cinematograph film must be used. The Pictures are exhibited. Both requirements have been motion picture industry of today is a highly stand- reasonably well filled by recent developements in loud 
ardized affair, and no producer would be found who speaking equipment. z 
would look kindly upon even a very minute change in Sixth, the photographic sound fecord must be; $6 
his tried-and-proven-successful methods. No motion "@tFOw as not to materially sut down: ‘the ee of the picture director will sacrifice even so much as the normal picture projected on the screen. We shall see 
border line of a completed film in the interests of later in this article how the sound band has been 

phonophotography. Nor can one condemn either the hmated. 
producer or the director for their strong reaction against Finally, the apparatus used must De Of Stich. Rature 
change. Like all great industries the motion picture that specially trained operators will not be required. business has built fo itself a stronghold only after care- The film must be capable of being successfully handled 

fully “baking” over a long period of years innumerable { 1 EPRE ‘hi ke 
mechanical, electrical, chemical as well as legal “bricks”. | RL EE Te ae te BY 3 | 
From the laboratory of the film manufacturer straight | — HE ‘al . 3 ~ a iu 2. as, 5 Pim a 
through to the winding drums on the theater projecter, | fy | - ee es ae 7 
every item that possibly effects projection has been ag aa : | t ta a 4 st Ne fi 
carefully standarized, and this standardization is the Lau a ee a Vive i 
work of many years. ‘To use the present talking motion a aay pe e/a \\ S " 
picture film requires special adjustments on the pro- ba i ae a 7/ 4 \) N 
jJector, and in the larger theaters where reels of film ey A b/g o | 
must be fed to the machines without a minute’s delay, | gaa hims i Y i 
there can be no lengthy pause in order that the operator ‘ ) | 
may make necessary adjustments when changing from 
special to standard film. | 

-\ second consideration is that the speed of repro- nas ! 
a must Be the same as for the standard motion Taking A Talking Movie 

picture film. Originally this speed was 16 pictures per 
second, the slowest at which the film could be run to by the ordinary operator wherever he may be located. 
avoid flickering. This was before the days of super To photograph a voice wave is comparatively simple 
sereen-spectacles. As time went on, the exhibitor tried as every student of the science knows, and although 
speeding up his projectors in order to crowd more film motion picture production on a large scale requires 
footage into the “bill”. Speed competition between ex- highly skilled cinematographers, reasonably successful 
hibitors began, and films were shown at. speeds up to motion pictures may be made by any amateur photo- 
120 feet per minute. At this point distortion became grapher. But to successfully combine and simultan- 
80 pronounced that the long-suffering film could be eously reproduce the action and its related sounds is
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a problem of gargantuan proportions. ee fb \ NT |g. = but two separately operated projectors 

All branches of science have made, and © 4 La a a ae) s driven by synchronous motors, the one 
must iO oni malting; conitibulions to Ee a ue a machine to reproduce the music of the 

the art. tes ba i harp selection, and the other to project 

In order that we may better under- Pade eas a the picture of the player. Unfortunately, 

stand the many problems involved in ac. ir ae | oe however, if we double the amount of 

producing a talking motion picture, let phe r \ 4 ‘ a apparatus required we more than double 

us study for a moment the various pro- es 3 < ae a ol the difficulties to be overcome when 

cesses involved in recording and repro- ha . ; | a projection is attempted, and simplicity 

ducing sound photo-electrically. As- eS th ‘a no longer becomes a criterion of per- 

sume for simplicity that the scene to be a ei e formance. In addition to this, in every | 

recorded is one in which a lady plays ee ra ‘ \ » 4 shipment of motion picture film from 

on a harp. A standard motion picture = oy y ae the studio there would have to be two 

camera is set up and focussed on the a ‘ i 1a separate reels of film, one with the 

player. Concealed near at hand is a ae =] \ ie. | voice and sound score of the production, 

sensitive microphone similar to the type asl é da and the other with the picture proper. 

used in radio broadcasting. From this & i Pave aay e Such a method would obviously appear 

pick-up device wires lead to an oscillo- led bad 4 ed inconvenient. 

graph vibrator, so arranged that as a ae ae \ | To attain simplicity in reproduction, 

tiny beam of light is reflected from the Ves > = | ay both negatives, one of the picture and 
pivoted mirror it strikes upon a con- - ee Bg the other of the accompanying speech, 

tinuous strip of film. = 4 : | 28 sounds, music, etc., are printed together 

The operator in the studio throws a ae éa Hy ks ee upon a single positive film. To do this, 

switch, and almost instantly, two syn- os att t aan. both negatives are run through a ma- 

chronous motors, one located on the Ye _ a chine which matches the sound record 

motion picture camera itself, and the Pe A 1 359 to the picture and the result is as shown 

other operating the film reeling mechan- ig ¥ a by the enlarged strip of film used as an 

ism of the oscillograph, are thrown into oe rye | ! ¥ illustration with this article. It will be 

action and fall almost instantly into .e° <a. ad 7 seen that the pictorial record is slightly 

step. The lady plays serenely on her ial - j 4 reduced, the voice record taking up a 

harp, and finally when her number is | oe i a | a space of approximately one-eighth of 

concluded, the operator opens the cir- tt a es ') * 5 an inch. This reduction, however, is 

cuit to the driving motors. The camera “2 Ee x , | so small that when the picture is thrown 

ceases to click, and the beam of light ce = Cal Weal |. on the screen, the effect is hardly notice- 

from the vibrating element of the oscil- & a i x as / 4 able. Combining both negatives upon 

lograph becomes still. Upon two sep- ota cr sal a single positive results, therefore, in 

arate rolls of film the complete per- oes ta oh iH 4 a method that adapts itself to stan- 

formance has been recorded. There is Pe s | _ dardized systems of projection. It should | 

nothing complicated about all this, for ee rea Me 4 be constantly born in mind, however, 

almost any laboratory equipped with = s ig s that such a scheme can only be depended 

suitable apparatus could duplicate the a wy Lg upon to give good results when the 

recording process. But if the process ey be a entire process of manufacture, straight 

went no further, it would be of little orig 2 ad through from exposure of the film to 

value commercially. What the public i. 0 Ws ti a the oscillograph beam and to the pictor- 

demands of such a system is that not | | Maga om po ial record that is being made, to the 

only shall we be able to see the lady ae *” ol ig final showing, is one of perfectly syn- 

play on her harp, but that we also hear me bora cay < chronized sequence. 

her selection, and if by chance the i ped _ We have seen how the talking motion 

projection should be stopped for a ae ’ ns picture film has been produced, and now 

moment simultaneously with the pictured beds of \i\ hy let us turn our attention to the repro- 

“plucking”? of the “g” string, any ee “a id Lad duction of the pictured scenes and 

amateur harpist-movie fan might see = — “sy sounds. In order to explain exactly 

in a close-up that “g” had been sounded 7 1 es 1d El what takes place when a motion picture 

and not a lower “b” or an upper “a oo 4 me of the talking variety is to be repro- 

sharp”. If the pictured artists ceases to Ae Dalit Ay Lg duced, recourse must be had to a simple 

play, the music must stop with the last = i a4 he ° schematic diagram (Page 118). In this 

motion of her hands. ae e oe BI diagram are shown the essential ele- 

Obviously all this might be accom- Se rans = ments of a motion picture and photo- 

plished by using not a single machine, i. ee . (Continued on page 132)
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THOUGHTS OF AN IMPLEMENT ENGINEER 

By O. B. ZimMERMAN, m’96 M. E.’00 

Lxperimental Department, International Harvester Co. 

Kia i PEAKING broadly, the mech- For example, the tractor’s continuous sustained oper- 
. P S anization of agriculture is now ation over irregular, rough and dust-making surfaces 
a E 4 passing into its third major phase. has necessitated special attention to enclosure or other 

re. ° Kirst was the period of hand _ protection against dirt. This affects the point of intake 
i oe farming that began before the of air to the carburetor as well as the straining from 
fig *y) dawn of history when the first the air of dust by devices especially made for this 

s Re ee man scratched the soil with a purpose. Such provisions are now approaching their 
Rag i sharpened stick and planted the logical place as regular automobile equipment. 
ot = G9 seed of some edible wild plant — Other engine features which demand special attention 
Ly oe a period that lasted until the ad- are the custom of loading the tractor almost constantly 
KS ce vent of the reaper and the steel at or near maximum, the slower operating speeds of 
eo? oo plow, about the middle of the last from two to four miles an hour, the light weight of 
ux 2 . century. After that came the the entire tractor as compared with the power exerted, 

ee - period of farming with animal economy of fuel and lubricants on the road or in the 
Mr. Zimmerman power, and with a rapidly devel- field, and successful operation with kerosene or gasoline 

oping line of machines to cover as economy dictates. 
all operations from the making of the seedbed to the | Out of these and many other influencing conditions, 
harvesting of the crop. Now we are at the beginning after many failures and many partial successes, there 
of the age of mechanical power farming; we are has been developed the cheap, light, convenient, reliable. 
witnessing today a change almost as revolutionary and highly efficient farm tractor of today—a machine 
as that which marked the transition from hand to that appears to be as well standardized as the automo- 
animal power on the farm. bile in general design and capacity. 

Many points of value might be brought out in a We are now witnessing a very definite enlargement 
review of the stationary and portable agricultural of the tractor’s scope from restricted use as a pulling 
machines; but the class of mobile units involves many machine to the activities of planting and cultivating 
real and distinctive engineering problems and successes. row crops. Recently we have seen its extension of 

Interesting, and we may even say at times spectacular, useful power through the power take-off. 
mobile applications are those devoted to row crop, grain Due to this latter improvement we can now see im- 
field, root crop, and orchard areas, where the machine portant modifications in many farm machines as_ the 
must go to the work, that is, to the crop, to perform wheels on drawn machines are relieved from. their 
its service. In this feature we see a marked contrast former function of furnishing a ground traction and 
with most industrial operations, where the material is the power to operate the machine comes direct from 
usually brought to the machine rather than the machine the tractor engine through the power take-off. 
to the material; and thus mobile requirements stand out 
prominently in every detail of the design of 
this large group of machines. i 3 

Owing to its inherent and increasing flexibility j hy 
and adaptability, the internal combustion motor es tal 
has proved itself most popular. Tt also gives g re enll . =i Sh Degen AN 
us control with the minimum of man power and . NS vee tbs ie oe sea A! 
the maximum of available power per unit of ce may, ; | emesis ay 
WV eight without necessary use of much auxiliary 'c Bs Ke ag Ay. : y aA t ey Nay C Ny Hit 
equipment and supplies. These advantages have Bi om tee TP See 
rapidly broadened its uses. Its popularity was OC nae ee > ‘ Neo 
helped markedly by the advances in automobile el ; E S 
engineering, yet even in the engine details there Cheating: The Crees — Platting Corn At Night 
have been definite divergences in design and . , 
many special features have been developed, owing to From an operating standpoint the problem of main- 
the special requirements and conditions which the tenance is noticeably different from that of stationary 

ren
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Corn Cultivation Made Easy With A Tractor | 

the widely separated bearings is necessary. Bearings same results. High articulation in adjustments is essen- 

must have a definite flow outward to avoid washing tial. Convenience and protection of the operator, 

dirt or dust into these bearings; the intended align- whether in maneuver or during field repair, must not be 

ments of light-weight, flexible yet strong parts, must lost sight of in the designing of any machine. 

be reasonably maintained and still avoid weave or cramp A general glance over such machines as a mower, 

that would interfere with satisfactory operation. Prac- grain binder, side rake, grain drill, corn planter, or 

tically all repairs must be made in the field, away from harvester-thresher cannot fail to impress the observer 

shop facilities, hence speed is the essence of repair. with its likeness of design to light-weight airplane 

Accessibility and unit construction are therefore far construction, yet these agricultural machines are full of | 

more important than in other classes of machinery. the most difficult problems for the designer. There are 

The controls must be convenient, certain, rangy, and numerous wheels, chains, cams, springs, trips, ratchets, 

responsive to the operator, who may be expert or irregular shaped parts, braces, ties, intermittent cycle 

without special skill. operating parts which make mechanical drawings often 

In agricultural machinery design, the prominent as useful as a three-plane sketch of a brush heap. 

fundamental operations must be met by a light, strong The automatic power lift or trip is now applied to 

frame about which numerous farm 

the designer builds nae a ee 7 eT ee tools, thus reduc- 

combinations of [Poe 7 se fee. on we ing the back-break- 

operating units i fm —_ a oe ae cae | ing heavy lifts 

which shall func- eee i he “oe : | formerly required 

tion as intended |. » : —— Be =i of the operator. 

and at the same |; == aL Losconici Deere Se mame > Sammmmmnaien| Release hitches are 

time permit neces- oo —- al «eS Ce being similarly im- 
sary simple modi-  |/Raag@ LS ea ih: ao proved. 

fications or attach- |", ssa : SME oni oR Oa tae ea As one travels 

ments to be made |B sss setae ‘ Se eg eo Sa) throughthe country 

to meet the needs |My : <a ae = a = aoe ey: : ao &| in growing time 

of special crops or "The Harvester-thresher Motorised ——————SSCS*CUL«(SC NS Mh FOB 
unusual conditions. ularly laid-out 

The problem is therefore comparable with that of corn-fields, he must credit, without reservation, the 

building a machine tool with its main governed operat- genius of these who devised a planting tool that can 

ing parts provided with suitable jigs and fixtures to click off the two to three kernels of corn at such 

widen its usefulness and effectiveness. regular intervals that rows, even on irregular surfaces, 

Reliability and simplicity must always be outstanding will line up for cultivation in both directions. 

features of farm machinery design. It is not difficult Years ago one man could with difficulty perform all 

to design a complicated machine, but it takes genius needed operations on a farm of 20 acres. Today, with 

{ to devise a simple machine that will accomplish the (Continued on page 140) 

{
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MANAGING THE BOSS 
By One Who Has Tried It 

CIENTIFIC) MANAGEMENT was one of the ment is apt to come to an abrupt end by the boss 
S many notable developments of the past decade. It manager in question looking for another job. 
was originally expounded by the late Frederick W. Famous Boss Managers 
‘Taylor, past president of the American Society of History records the names of many who were expert 
Mechanical Engineers, and his ideas on this subject in the art of managing their superiors. Disraeli was 
were quickly extended by his many disciples into a past master of the art of managing royalty, while 
numerous spheres of human activity. It will probably Gladstone was a conspicuous failure in this respect. 
surprise the reader to learn that the New York Public It was a common saying in the A. E. F. that General 
Library has recently printed a list of references on Pershing had a threefold job, ‘‘to fight the Germans, 
Scientific Management, comprising fourteen hundred fight the French, and fight the War Department.” To 
and ninety-four titles. These works cover nearly every those in France the War Department seemed very far 
phase of the management of an away and unresponsive to needs. 
industrial enterprise; but one phase [~ ——~—~S*~*~C*~C*«‘“~*:*: Who lll sary’ that Pershing’s abil- 
seems to be entirely overlooked. This article is extracted from an| ity to stir his boss, the Secretary 
This phase is of importance, not article by the same name in an issue | Of War into more vigorous action 
only to the individual actually do- of Harper's Monthly Magazine. It in the Spring of 1918 was an un- 
ing the managing, but also to his represents a viewpoint not usually | important part of his duties? 
company. One is tempted to say encountered. In the absence of a Subordinates need managing for 
that it is the most important phase course in applicd psychology suitable several reasons. They may be lazy, 
of all. | refer to the management for students who expect to live and} and so must be compelled to do 
of one’s Boss. For example, if it work with men, it behooves each their work; they may be careless 
is important for a factory super- enginecr to create his own textbook | Or insubordinate, and so need dis- 
intendent to handle his help. effi- on the subject. The article is well | cipline. Tho some may deny that 
ciently in order to obtain maximum — | guorth a place in such a textbook. their boss is human, all will admit 
results with minimum friction, how . that he has his full share of 
much more important it is for —EDITOR'S NOTE human failings. Being the boss, 
this same superintendent to handle he is all the more likely to give 
his own immediate superior, the his feelings free rein. An em- 
general manager, so as to obtain a similar measure of ployee, no matter how lazy, can hardly make a practice 
success, of coming in late, but how about the boss? Even the 

The general manager, in turn, is responsible for those most profane workman learns to modify his language 
under him. The principles for handling his subordinates when talking to his foreman; but who is to curb the 
have all been studied for him and described in articles boss with a grouch? And so it goes. 
on Management. This same General Manager, however, Boss Management begins in our early youth with the 
is often required to manage the President, for the good management of our parents. We constantly want to 
of the business. It is no secret that the President of do things of which they disapprove. Mark Twain said 
a corporation occasionally has to be spurred into action in an article, “Advice to Little Girls”: “If your mother 
or must be diplomatically restrained if he is inclined tells you to do a thing, it is wrong to imply that you 
towards over-enthusiasm for new projects. The profits won’t. It is better and more becoming to intimate that 
of the business often depend upon the success achieved you will do as she bids you, and then afterwards act 
by the General Manager in handling the President quite quietly in the matter according to the dictates of your 
as much as upon the efficient management of the em- best judgment.” 
ployees. Yet on the principles and practice of Boss This, however, is Boss Management which can hardly 
Management, it would seem that no assistance whatever be described as “scientific”. The true art consists in 
can be obtained from management literature. There leading the boss to your opinion by causing him to 
are at Ieast two explanations for this. In the first place think it is his own. Boss Management is the best- 
Boss Management is perhaps the most difficult of all known example of the “art which effaces itself.” 
departments of Management. Second, a written des- Kinds of Boss Management 
cription of the methods used by any boss manager is There is the over-enthusiastic boss, for example — 
highly dangerous to the writer. Once let the big boss most valuable to any organization when well managed 
who is being successfully managed recognize himself by his suberdinates, most disastrous when unmanaged t 
in print, and this particular example of boss manage- (Continued on page 136) |
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AFTER COLLEGE WHAT? 
By A Recent Grad 

have wrestled with the question of “After College The first mentioned had been shifted from crew to 
I what?” and also the one of why we use the term crew, and although an excellent instrument man, was 

“commencement”. I must confess that in the last few a poor party man due to false assumptions as to his 
months I have begun to see the light, but as yet have importance. The brother had similar characteristics 

failed in the solution of either of the questions outlined. and had been dropped from the state forces and from 

Since graduation last June I have been in the employ the county forces on previous offenses. Needless to 

of the Wisconsin Highway Commission, with head- say, I too dropped both men. The other man is. still | 

quarters at Superior. My duties have been those of with me and is developing into a good instrument man. 

surveyor —my work that of making surveys for con- I have two other men who are good workers but are 

struction projects to be built during the next three still green at the game. However, my work is running 

years. along quite satisfactorily. 

One of my first problems this season was that of Perhaps, you will misunderstand my letter as indi- 

training a crew. (In all my previous experience I have cating that all of my time has been spent in molding 

been furnished with men who had worked in the de- men to fit my party. Such is not the case, however, I 

partments in which I was employed or who had had merely offer that part of my experience as an example 

experience in work of similar of the excellent opportunities I 

nature). My first assignment this have had to study men since 

season was a ten mile survey be- “commencement”. 

tween Grandview and Beloit on This article was received by Once more I will offer a sug- 

state trunk highway 24. My crew Professor L. S. Smith as a letter gestion for an improvement in 

consisted of a three year man from one of our recent graduates. either the highways or in the rail- 

from Massachusetts Institute of His experiences have been inter- ways courses. The subject is in 

Technology, a high school teacher, esting and valuable, and some of regard to the matter of taking 

and a normal school student. the ideas brought out are worthy soundings. The men all hear about 

Not one man on the party had of second thought. methods, etc., but how many are 

served with an engineering party . as there who leave the institution that 

on actual work. The man from —EDITOR'S NOTE can go out and do a_ reasonable 

“Boston Tech” was a keen man job along this line. I believe that 

at figures but was not especially the course at summer camp should 

interested in highway work. The be arranged so that each man could 

high school teacher was interested in chemistry and spend a day gaining knowledge along this line. 

chemical engineering. The normal student also had I might add that we had some interesting experiences 

leanings toward the chemical field. along this line this summer. We took soundings to a 

Surprising as it may seem, the man from Boston depth of fifty-two feet in the Bibon Swamp — near 

fitted best in the party as a chainman and rodman, Bibon, Wisconsin. 

the high school teacher was a live wire all around and Perhaps you know that the present standards of 

after a little training became a first class instrument highway construction call for seven degree curve (max- 

man, while the normal student who was a real book imum) in alignment where possible and that all roads 

worm failed to fit in a single position. The man who are to be built on the government survey lines where 

took the position left vacant, when I dismissed the possible. We are using twenty-six foot sections on 

normal student, was a Wisconsin man. secondary state and federal aid roads and thirty foot 
He was a good worker, but was with me only a_ sections on primary systems. Our right-of-way has 

short time, returning to the university in the fall term. increased from sixty-six feet to eighty feet and in most 

I lost my full crew when classes commenced at the cases to one hundred feet in width. 

various schools and colleges. My Boston man returned At present I am making a survey on the connection 

to his school to complete his work. My high school of a proposed county road (which it is intended shall 

teacher returned to Wisconsin to carry on his chemical be a primary federal road) with the streets of Ashland. 

studies. The course in city planning has opened my eyes to the 
My next crew included a man who has worked for possibilities of wise street planning, and IT am doing 

the commission in this division for about four years; all I can to get the best alignment existing limitations 

a brother of the man above, who had served at various will permit. But there are two sides, one for, and one 

times on the county highway forces, and on the state against, all possibilities, so that the resultant may not 
forces: and a third man who had no experience in be what I have hoped for. However, present indica- 

engineering work, whatever. (Continued on page 136)
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. _, PEATURING JOHN ZOLA various laboratories of the university. Visits to foundries 
WW isconsin’s fourth successive cross-country champion- jn \adison will be arranged. 

ship this fall can be credited largely to the remarkable The work of the conference is being organized with 
ability of John Zola, ch'28, captain of the team and a view toward meeting the desires of those who attended 
runner, par excellence. John made the remarkable  Jast year, and will thus need discussion of an advanced 
seasen score of five points for dual and quadrangular nature, and also to accomodate those who attend for 

meets which means that he placed first three times and the first time this year. Discussion groups on cupola 

second, once. He finished first in the practice, sand conditioning, sand testing, defects in 

Minnesota and Towa dual meets and castings, cost accounting, routing and planning, heat 
in the quadrangular with Indiana, treatment of steel, elementary metallography, sampling 

x Chicago, and Northwestern. His one and analysis of iron and steel, malleable castings, steel 

‘ _ second place was collected in the castings, brass and bronze castings, and aluminum and 
* dual meet with Kansas which Wis- light metal castings are planned. 

consin won in spite of a failure to _ 

‘ | get first place. In addition to all GOVERNOR 0. K’s M. E. BUILDING 

4 LO this he led all runners at the Big . oo en 
| * Ten classic held in Ann Arbor. Governor Zimmerman signed a bill Tuesday, Decem- 

i> establishing a new record for the ber* 13, appropnaling $10,000 ae 2 preliminary MOVE 
; Wolverine course. toward putting the new Mechanical Engineering build- 

ej Recently, he has announced his in- ing in blueprint form. Before very long, the plans will 

tention to try out for the coming be drawn up and with the advent of construction crews, 

Olympic meet. His: only competitor the building will become a reality. The only regret the 

in ‘Wisconsin Will be Shimek of Mar- Juniors and Seniors have is that the building will be 

quette University with whom Zoia completed too late for them to utilize. However, not 

lias Hever Gmatched Humsele Ta a OMe of them is sorry to see the plans being completed 

j this Wisconsin and the Engineering for the good of the Engineering school and for the 

. * a benefit of future students enrolled in it. 
school wish him luck and know that 

John Zola if his success in this field is not all TO 

that could be desired, he still has ample opportunity TORKELSON ADDRESSES A.S.C.E. BANQUET ON 

to develop in his professional field due to his very SOUTH AMERICAN TRIP 
good record scholastically. “The American engineer should remain in the United 

For these things Wisconsin gives him all due credit States instead of going to some wild and undeveloped 
and thanks him for having thus added another name to South American country after graduation,” declared 
Badger immortality. Mr. M. W. Torkelson, Madison engineer, at the seventh 

a annual banquet of the American Society of Civil Engi- 
SECOND STATE WIDE FOUNDRY COURSE TO BE neers held at the Christ Presbyterian church, Decem- 

HELD AT UNIVERSITY ber 15. Over seventy-five members of the society were 

An unusual opportunity for foundrymen of the state present. 

to pursue short courses covering the fundamental “The foreign engineers that I found on my South 

principles and practices of the foundry is presented American trip were all awaiting an opportunity to enter 

in the announcement of the department of mining and the United States,” 
tnetallurgy of the College of Engineering, and the [Se Ra Es Enger Mr. Torkelson said. 
extension division of the university that a second I 2a e “The American engi- 

foundry conference would be held in the laboratories Sly all Ze neers were disap- 

of the department of mining and metallurgy on AID ag &, Be pointed and were 

January 31, February 1, 2, and 3. tS YER oF eagerly looking for- 
Following the plan of the first conference held last p= AS ward to the comple- 

year, the round table method of presenting the subject = owns g tion of their con- 

matter will be used. A group leader will lead the dis- tracts. Venezuela, 

cussion in each group. By arranging small groups, each whose capital is Caracas, is the least known of the 
man will have the opportunity to bring up his individual South American countries — probably because it has | 
problem for discussion. In addition, laboratory tests, no revolutions. Columbia has been very highly devel- 

demonstrations, and exhibits will be arranged in the oped with American capital.”
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Professor C. I. Corp, faculty advisor of the Society, Chromium, because of its extreme hardness and _ its 

explained the value of the society to the undergraduate. resistance to tarnish, Professor O. P. Watts told the 

L. J. Beck, president, announced the sophomore mem- gathering, is coming into use as a plating material with 

bership awards to the two sophomores whose activities great rapidity. The plating of dies with chromium 

during their freshmen year in the A.S.C.E. has has increased their life thirty fold, and a similar plating 

been outstanding. The men are R. J. Poss and B. F. of electro-types used in printing has made it possible to 

King. The toastmaster was R. T. Homewood, ’27, take as many as two and one-half million impressions 

instructor in hydraulics. from the same plate. Chromium plating is now being 

_ applied to radiator and headlight bands for automobiles. 

Professor Watts, who has been investigating methods 

A.J.E.E. AND A.S.M.E. HOLD JOINT MEETING of applying the plating, has been invited to address a 

The electrical and mechanical societies were well group of engineers in the General Motors organization 

entertained on Wednesday, December 14, by a talk on in December. 

“Acoustics” given by R. Norris, ch’15, of the Burgess A number of important results have already come 

Laboratories. His talk, while acquainting all those from the small sanitary laboratory recently established 

present with the latest by Professor C. I. Corp, 

development in this new who described numerous 

branch of engineering, was BUILDING THE BRIDGE research projects that are 

made very interesting by An old man, going on a lone highway being conducted in the De- 

his sparkling wit. He ex- Came at 2 evening cold ont in partment of Hydraulic and 

lgbitet! ai leet! Mar To a chasm vast and dee and wide ” Sanitary Engineering. The 

chine for makeing’ & “stan: Thrswst which was ae a sullen tide problem of treating pez- 

dard noise!” and another The old man eae in the nad cht dim , canneny wastes was rolght 
for picking up this noise, Th len eam had . : - him: to the laboratory by the 
fa vatious parts OF a room e sullen stream had no fear for him j State Board of Health. A 

as But he turned when safe on the other side 3 
for determining the acous- And built a bridge to span the tide , method was devised and 

tical qualities of that room. ‘ . I . tried out in a near-by town 

Also he demonstrated how “Old man,” said a fellow pilgrim near, with satisfactory results. 

theatres are designed for “You are wasting your strength with building Encouraging progress is 
best results and showed here; also being made in the 

some of the sound absorb- Your journey will end with the ending day, development of a method 

ers that are used in ad- You never again will pass this way ; of treating milk wastes. 

vantageous positions to ef- You’ve crossed the chasm, deep and wide, Other investigations are 

fect that result. On_ the Why build you this bridge at evening tide?” going on under the direc- 
whole, the joint meeting tion of Professor B. W. 

can well be called a success The builder lifted his old gray head — Pegues, of the University | 

judging from the interest “Good friend, in the path I have come,” he of Louisiana, who is doing 

manifested by the students said, graduate work, Mr. Glenn 

in asking questions of Mr. “There followeth me after today, Cox, and Professor L. H. 

Norris. A youth whose feet must pass this way. Kessler. 

It is suggested that more This chasm that has been as naught to me, The Department of 

joint meetings be held not To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be; Electrical Engineering, ac- 

only among two of the He, too, must cross in the twilight dim — cording to »Professor E. 

societies at a time, but also Good friend, I am building this bridge for Bennett who described its 

among all as a whole. In him!” activities, is pushing a 
this way good speakers and —Anon. great variety of investiga- 

a large crowd could be [NN ons. Professor John FE. 

assured. Rice is working on the 

—— design of a new induction motor to meet certain demands 

FACULTY PRESENTS RESEARCH DEVELOPMENTS of industry. Professor J. T. Rood has developed and is 

Investigations into chromium plating, attempts to improving a device for the accurate measurement of 

case-harden steel by means of gas, the development of Noises for the Wisconsin Utilities Association, for the 

methods of treating waste products from pea canneries ultimate purpose of reducing noises arising from the 

and creameries to make them inoffensive, and the operation of street cars. Professor L. J. Peters and Mr. 

designing of a double-speed induction motor for use in G. Koehler are investigating the performance of receiving 

certain industrial operations were among the many cicuits and vacuum-tube circuits and other phases of 

research activities described and discussed at the annual radio engineering. Mr. R. R. Benedict, a graduate student, 

meeting of the Research Committee of the College of is studying the behavior of various insulating materials. 

Engineering. (Continued on page 134)
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—37 $4,000,000 worth of property each day. 

LATEST CIVIL HOMECOMING Gillette, Paul C., ¢’18, writes, “I had the very good 

fortune of getting married this last October to Miss 
NEWS Martha Taylor of Tampa, Florida. It all happened in 

, _ Lhe classes which have been invited to attend Kentucky where I met her while I was on the hydro- 
the lirst Annual Homecoming for Civil Engi- electric project at Dix River.” 

necrs to take place at the nae survey ad Mr. Gillette: has been. in the ‘valuation iof public; utilities 
. . ~ . 4 , for over two years. Until last June with Barker & 

the week end preceding the Fourth of July have Wheeler in charge of their valuations in Vermont; and 
been announced by Prof, R. S. Owen as follows: since then with the Public Works Engineering Corporation, 
Classes of ‘11, 12, 13, "14, 19, °20, ’21, and ’22. of New York, on the valuation of the New Chester Water 

Company at Chester, Pa., and of the West Virginia Water 

oy Service Company at Charleston, W. Va. 

3 Ww j Kennedy, Frank M., c’08, holds the rank of Major in the 

wi? x) =p Air Corps and has been assigned to the offices of the 

Ure Dn AZ Chief of Air Corps at Washington. 

~ a Loverud, Earl K., ¢’23, has entered the employ of the 

lj [> Harnischfeger Corporation of Milwaukee. Earlier in the 

lj # year, Loverud visited South America and spent some time 

: on the west coast. His permanent address is Stoughton, 

wr AW Wisconsin. 

The good word is that everybody may attend Markwardt, L. J., ¢’12, CE’22, was elected president of 

but the above mentioned classes should be the Technical Club of Madison at the December meeting 
there in particular because it is their home- of the organization. Mr. Markwardt is at present Jectuter 

P z j at the Forest Products laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin. 
coming. All the professors and instructors in Schad, James A., c’l6, gives his new residence address 

the Cizil Iingineering department will be on as 100 Adams Street, Hinsdale, Ill. 

hand at camp to welcome their protegés of days Sogard, Larry, c’24, is junior engineer with the Sanitary 
gone by. District of Chicago, and writes, “I am now doing instru- 

: ment work and inspection on the construction of a 14-inch 

\ east iron sludge line, being laid between the new north- 

CIVILS side treatment works and the westside works, now under 

Abbott, Ellis P., c’08, has recently been made sales construction.” His address is 501 N. Central Ave., Chicago, 

manager for the Crane Export Corporation. His head- Illinois. 

quarters will be in New York City although his duties will Stearns, Edward W., c’07, is with the Port of New York 

necessitate much foreign travel. He sailed November 23 Authority as Assistant to the Bridge Engineer, a position 

from New York for South America on the first of his he has held since January 1st, 1927. His residence address 

trips. Until recently Mr. Abbott has been chief engineer is 103 N. Walnut St., East Orange, N. J. 

in the refining department for the Humble Oil and Refining Vernon, J. Rexford, ¢’18, is the 

Company with offices at Houston, Texas, and is well known _ proud father of a son, Rexford Rand, 

as a refining expert, especially on the gulf coast. born November 20, at Evanston, IIl. 

Mr. Abbott has been actively engaged in engineering Wagner, K. E., ¢’10, is managing 

work for nineteen yars. He has been a designer of steel the Western office of the Whitacre 

and concrete bridges in Portland, Oregon, and has done Engineering Co., 228 N. La Salle St., at 

construction work in other Pacific coast cities. Chicago. He and Mrs. Wagner (Ruby 7 

_ Behrens, Ray E., Walton, U.W.’19) have just moved 

1) TERING _) ©’719, assistant engi- into the new home they have built at 1831 Kincaid Ave., 

\ O33 a ce ECONOMIC neer of the Milwau- Highland Park, Il. 

4 e J \ merits oF kee Regional Plan- Wheaton, Herbert H., ¢’22, is as- 

TN fl sms erosecT' ) ning Department, at-  sociate professor of engineering at y 

a ~ tended the Tweny- the Fresno State College, at Fresno, ain 
oN ninth Convention of California. i fl 

: i the American Insti- Whitney, A. B., c’08, whose home ’ ai ye 

| y tute of Park Exec- is in Upland, Calif., sends his sub- = \ iy — 
ra aaa ee. %  utives at Philadel- scription from Paris, France. He Ni 

phia and New York tells us he will be in Europe for a Ni . = 
from September 26 to October 1. His address is 189 year. ae 13) > 

Stickney Street, Wauwatosa, Wis. Wisner, John C., ¢’26, who is with “gifts gai™ 

Crump, Arthur W., ¢’15, is associated with the American the First Division of the Wisconsin ’ a 

Appraisal Company, at the Milwaukee office. There are Highway Commission has been stationed at Beloit for 

twenty-four other offices in the United States and one in nearly a year in charge of the construction of the Portland 
Berlin, and the organization appraises on an average of Avenue Bridge. On completion of the job about December
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first, he returned to the division headquarters at Madison, here. I bummed around until the middle of August and 

and lives at 109 N. Spooner Street. then decided to get to work. When I went over to the lab. 

Wiepking, C. A. c’21, has taken a position with the m™y old boss immediately put me to work. I am in the 

Bureau of Street Construction in the Department of Public Same department —the Research Department— but in 

Works of Milwaukee. Mr. Wiepking has been engaged to @ different group. Formerly I worked on transmitters; 

develop a municipal testing laboratory where all paving nOW I am doing receiver development and all the associate 

ea eventually, all materials used receiver development is in my hands. ... Irv Gerks, e’27, 

for j| in municipal construction will and Paul Koos, ¢’27, are working here and I see them 

4 SH i ia be subjected to laboratory tests. occasionally.” The Bell Laboratories are at 463 West 

eo i | i A temporary laboratory has Street, New York City, N. Y. 

Brood | | been located at 35th and Cly- Hill, George, e’23, has been made manager of the Los 

“conic IS, es a born Streets, and during the Angeles office of the Curtis Lighting Company; he was 

L -__st.= | summer, field tests were made transferred to the coast from the Milwaukee office. 

7 eee ces | on all concrete work done in Johnson, C. E., e’26, has been transferred to the In- 

be _| the city. The 1928 municipal vestigation Division of the Commonwealth Power Cor- 

"gi budget provides a sum of poration, at Jackson, Michigan. He writes that a live 

$58,000 for the erection and equipment of _a complete Badger Alumni Association in Jackson makes things very 

testing laboratory this year. Besides the design on enjoyable. His address is 413 First Street, Jackson, Mich. 

the new laboratory, Wiepking is working on a complete Jordan R. DeWitt, e’27, is preparing an article in con- 

portable laboratory mounted ona motor truck for the nection with his work on the “Talking movie” at the Gen- 

purpose of making field tests right on the job. R. W. eral Electric Laboratories at Schenectady, New York. 

Gamble, 016, Superintendent of Street Construction and Jordan writes that he is still single but would like to get 

Repair, a5 Uy charge of the department in which the lab- some tips on how to remain happy though single from any 

oratory is being developed. Wiepking was: formerly in-  o¢ the boys who can talk from experience. 

structor in Mechanics at the University. His present ad- i i 5 ‘ 

dress is 742—46th St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Kates, Willard A. e'21, a former editor of the Wis- 
> 2 consin Engineer, has moved from 418 S. 44th Street, 

——— Philadelphia, to 27 Chatham Road, Ardmore, Pa. 

CHEMICALS Murphy, M. N., e’01, has changed his residence to 7558 

Norris, R. F., ch’l5, gave a lecture on architectural Crandon Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

acoustics at a joint meeting of the student chapter of the Schneider, Claire L., e’18, has become vice-president of 

A.S.M.E. and the A.I.E.E. on December 14. Mr. Norris the First National Bank of Sheldon, Iowa, as a result of 

is connected with the Burgess Laboratories, where his work the purchase of the total stock of the bank by himself, his 

on acoustics has been carried on. father and his brother Ralph. Prior to the purchase of the 

Pitzner, Alvin F., ch’21, was married to Miss Alice bank the Schneiders were connected with the Capital City 

Girard, daughter of Major A. O. Girard, of South Bend, Culvert Co. of Madison, Wisconsin. Mr. Claire Schneider 

Indiana, on the 28th of May. Mr. Pitzner is practising was treasurer and general manager and his father was 

patent law at 1015 Monadnock Block, Chicago, Illinois. vice-president. : 

Ross, George H., ch’26, of Chicago was married to Miss WV] Schuchardt, R. F., ¢’97, with 

Elizabeth Cooley Adams on November 15, at Springfield, kes = the Commonwealth Edison 

Massachusetts. Mr. Ross is employed as assistant engineer i Cc , Company, Chicago, has _ been 

with the Illinois Power and Light Co. They will be at > A IE given the sole nomination for 

home after January 15 at 550 Gooding St., La Salle, Il. Nt the presidency of the American 
UP Wi r& Institute of Electrical Engi- 

OCF, Ww neers. While the actual elec- 

ELECTRICALS & a ik tion does not take place until 

Ackerman, A. J., ¢’26, was recently married to Miss 7 ny Re €3 May, with this unanimous 

Cecelia H. Stockman of Mankato, Minn. Mr. Ackerman AY (\ nomination Mr. Schuchardt’s 

who was formerly with Stone and Webster, Inc., Boston, LEONI election is practically assured. 

is now with the Aluminum Company of America in their His predecessors in tht pres- 

Hydraulic Engineering Department, and is located at  idency have been men of the type of Steinmetz and Pupin. 

Pittsburgh, Pa. Seastone, John, e’26, is in the Research Department of 

Allen, John S., ¢’97, formerly a member of the Wis- the Westinghouse Manufacturing Company, at East Pitts- 

eonsin Railroad Commission, and now a consulting engineer burgh, Pa., and spends his spare time in his surburban 

at 1 S. Pinckney St., Madison, Wisconsin, has been made bungalow at R.F.D.1, Turtle Creek, Pa. 

a director of the Madison Technical Club. Truran, Walter W., ¢’17, is in charge of Toll Funda- 

Bean, George E., ¢’24, is at present employed by the mental Plan work of the Vice President’s organization of 

city of Milwaukee as assistant civil engineer. His address the New York Bell Telephone Company and finds the 

is 253 Biddle St. Until recently he was located at Black- work very interesting. His address is 25th floor, 140 West 

foot, Idaho. Street, New York City. 

Carlson, M. S., e’25, who is employed by the General Wolfe, Harry C., e’26, who recently left the Westing- 

Electric Company, has been transferred from Schenectady pouse Company at Pittsburgh to take a position with the 

to the Switchboard Sales Department at 6901 Elmwood Chromium Corporation of America, has just been trans- 

Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. | ferred to the Cleveland office of the latter firm. He gives 

Davis, Robert J., ¢’27, has changed his address to Y.M. his business address as 3125 Perkins Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, 

C.A., Schenectady, New York, and writes thet our NewS ang resides at 1839 E. 90th Street. 

“of the school and the gang is mighty welcome.” dp . . | e . 

Erickson, Ray, e’27, former varsity track man, who is ern ie ae ee new address as 195 Claremont 

working in the Research Dept. of the Bell Telephone Lab- 2 oe 

oratories writes, “I was rather lucky when I got back (Continued on page 134)
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NEW SERUM The Grad of Recent Vintage glanced biologists could only make a serum of that sensation 
NEEDED into the office of his former faculty and inject it into the frosh engineers, what a difference 
SAYS GRAD adviser and waved his hand in greeting, it would make. Goodbye.” 

and that action led to a brief but interesting pow wow. 
“Lm now superintendent for a firm of architects,” LEARNING WITHOUT “A hypothesis,” wrote a junior 

announced the Grad, “and am busy watching construc: LANGUAGE civil, “is the longest side of a 

tion in addition to doing some structural design. ‘she tdanele” Dott dais. geritle reader. Tk # no 

The talk flowed here and there. gn Tang's. . Bm, Bi reagent 1S 
: | laughing matter. In the first place, such glaring ignor- 

“Oh, I have ambitions,” said the Grad in answer tO ance of common words is not an uncommon thing in 
the question, “but | believe that | am learning some our college. There are plenty of bright young engineer- 

things that I need right here in the field. Tam learn- ing students who think that refractory means the place 
ing, for one thing, that different men must be handled where students eat, that alluvium is a bright metal, and 

in different ways. that a sextant is the man who rings the church bell. 
“L went onto one job as architect's representative We have today in our universities the curious spectacle 

and the contractor came up to me aggressively with a of men and women trying to acquire learning from 

mean look and ‘Who are you?’ for a welcome. I looked  pooks and lectures without. first having learned the 

him over from feet to face (the Grad is big and an’ meaning of words. Any instructor who doubts this will 
athlete) and came back at him with, ‘Well, who the have an illuminating experience if some day he will 
hell are you?” That jarred him up so that he began to select from the text book ten words whose meaning is 
snap out of it. ‘Oh, you are the architect’s man, aren’t important and put them on the board and have the 
you?” he asked. “Yes’, I said, ‘what can I do for you?’ class try to write definitions for the words. The in- 
Our relationship was settled right there. structor will learn to his surprise that his class will 

“In another case, a different approach was necessary. probably average about four right out of the ten. It 

I went onto the job and found the contractor obviously may be interesting to speculate about the causes for 

pugnacious and set for a squabble, but not ready to such a condition, but it will probably be of more 

start it. He was waiting for me to start something. practical benefit to devise means for improving matters. 
I talked to him for two hours without a word about Of course, the vocabulary should have been acquired 

the job. By the end of that talk, he had relaxed enough pefore the man reaches the university; but it hasn’t 

so that I could bring up the matter of the work at hand been, and the job is up to the university and the student. 
without starting a fight. He proved to be anxious to 

do the right thing. He even tore out a lot of wall on — 

one occasion because it wasn’t what it should be, and THE CANDIDACY Herbert Hoover is to be a candi- 
he did it willingly. In the end, he took my suggestions OF HOOVER date for the presidency of the 
about the job and liked it.” United States. The announcement comes from Senator 

The topic of mistakes came up. George E. Moses in a recently published article. Hoover 

“Oh, 1 make mistakes enough,” said the Grad, “I is not to come before the Kansas City convention as a 

remember that I worried for a week about one of dark horse, but as a candidate with so strong a backing 
them. It wasn’t that the mistake was important. It that those politicians who control the G.O.P. affairs 
really didn’t matter much, but I hated to have the boss will be forced to recognize him as a formidable con- 

know that 1 would make an unimportant mistake. It tender for the nomination. This is good news to all 
: isn't like the feeling that I had when I was a student who are hoping for the election of a genuine statesman 

and made a mistake in a school exercise. It didn’t get and a continuance of the sound policies under which 
under my hide when the instructor showed me my this country has operated successfully in recent years. 
error. Its different outside; a man has to be right Hoover is generally recognized as the logical nominee 
and he has to be right the first time, too.” of the Republican party, but the man on the street has 

The bell rang and the professor arose to leave. been inclined to feel that “Hoover is too good a man to 
“When the sense of error strikes me,” said the Grad be acceptable to the politicians.” Although he calls him- 

as he prepared to go, “and the hot sweat trickles down self a party man, and, presumably, submits himself to 
my spine, it doesn’t resemble in the least the slight party discipline, he is independent in thought and action | 
feeling of annoyance that used to arise in my bosom and follows the policy that leads to ultimate good rather 

when I was caught in an error while a student. If the (Continued on page 134)
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Where “good enough” isn’t— | 

Getting out a college paper and making telephones | 

have one point in common. Careful planning, per- 

sistent search for men and material, whole-hearted 

cooperation among the entire staff—that’s the spirit 

that means better editing and more skilful tele- 

phone making. 

, This spirit is characteristic of every phase of tele- 

phone production at Western Electric. In the lab- 

oratory work, in machine design, in the cable plant 

and in every other department of the great factory— 

TER men are working together to set up new standards 

fy ) and to devise more exact methods of attaining those 

a I standards. The result is the inevitable improvement 

Ve’ which marks this great industry. 

Western Electric 
SINCE 1882 MANUFACTURERS FOR THE BELL SYSTEM 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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TESTING THE TRESSES has indicated an almost certain majority for its adop- 

The super-barber of tomorrow may be asking his tion at the next session. The United States and the 
customer — British Commonwealths are, at the present time, the 

“Would you like a nice hair tension test today ?” only civilized nations which are not using the Metric 
The girl in the picture has just taken a test to find System in merchandising. 

out how marcelling ee —_ 
affects the brittle- ff . q NATIONAL UNIFORMITY IN BOLT AND NUT SIZES 
ness of her tresses. | ti Tables of standard sizes for square and hexagonal 
She is scen reading jf - | bolt heads and nuts, and for the corresponding wrench 

i ge re 4 5 é . the results of the | a ~~ openings were recently approved by the American Engi- 
test in the dials of | a? oe | neering Standards Committee as a Tentative American 
a highly sensitive ] : ao) ok Standard. The tables were established by a sectional 
machine recently | agehs eS = Fi committee appointed under the procedure of the A. FE. 

fy re wl _— >. Sonagh : developed. It was § ee cy @ y a S.C. by the organizations sponsoring the work, the 
built primarily to me lle il! Wi PAN Os Society of Automotive Engineers and the American 
determine the al ee il eo] Society of Mechanical Engineers. The new standard 
strength of such om is meant to introduce national uniformity in a_ field 
delicate materials : a where wasteful diversity has reigned for some time. 
as hair springs, PO The new sizes are intended to supersede all existing 

radio filament | standards which have grown up from commercial " L g 1 
wires, loud speaker 4 standards. 
diaphragms, and 7 = 

ie: : : ™.: SILENT ELECTRIC SHOVEL NOW IN OPERATION small spring washers for electrical instruments. This mr ‘ . 5 1 3 . Those who live or work in the vicinity of new real machine records accurately just how much force these ad - : : . Pai ‘ .. estate developements or other public improvements such 
fragile units will withstand in actual operation. It is : : 

: - as subways and bridges, will welcome the news that a 
operated by compressed air and oil. 4 

. 4 . noiseless, smokeless shovel has been developed by the 
—Westinghouse Bulletin sy qe : . ‘ 

: building industry for use in the noiseless revolution 

which is now going on throughout the country. This 
CAST STONE ee _ : : 

- . . latest scientific development consists of a shovel which \ process for casting stone in much the same manner. : ‘ 5 3 ie . 
‘ 9G, & : 3 : ; is equipped with a special mill-type motor. This motor 

as that in which iron is cast is now in use. A flexible. : Foes wo ‘ 5 ; is operated by variable voltage control. This affords 
nuxture is obtained by using one part of cement to Eats 

é - . all the speed range and all the flexibility of steam 
three and one-half parts of marble or granite aggregate, ‘ F aad : 

. . - but does away with the chugging and hissing noises and 
with eight gallons of water to one bag of cement. ie Bane _ ‘ 
op : és = eliminates all smoke. This new shovel is also more 
Vhree sizes of aggregates are used, the largest screening ‘ ~ 8 5 * © economical than the old type as there are no firemen 
through a one-half inch mesh. It is possible to make 

: s : necessary, no fuel to handle and haul, no problem of 
statuary castings which resemble the finest carved work. - : Ee ; - . ss : water supply, and no lost time waiting for steam 
Necessarily the batch must be agitated while it is being yressti - 

- eer cae i ressure, 
poured to secure uniform distribution of the aggregate. I a aaa 

An advantage of cast stone work is that large pieces ELECTRIC ARC DECOMPOSES WATER 

may be made hollow. What will 6,000 volts of direct current, at the rate 

—Scientific American. Of 5 to 6 amperes, do to a stream of water? This 
pees ees heavy current will decompose the water into its consti- 

PREDICT METRIC VICTORY IN NEW CONGRESS tuents, hydrogen and oxygen, and reburns the hydrogen 
That the United States during the coming session to form more water. In addition, slight impurities in 

of Congress will take final legislative action to place the water were burned, the flame being colored reddish- 
its merchandising on the decimal metric basis in weights purple by potassium salts, golden yellow by sodium, 
and measures was the declaration made at the recent and green by copper. The are varied in length from 3 
executive conference of the All-American Standards to 5 inches, and expanded 25 kilowatts power — enough 

Council, held in San Francisco. A bill introducing the to light 600 ordinary 40-watt house lamps. Despite the 

metric system was brought before Congress some time strong flow of water, the arc continually tried to assume 
ago but was killed by one of the committees to which a cork-screw shape, apparently following the magnetic 

it was referred. A canvass of the United States Senate field produced by the current in the water stream.
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eT fd a | In 402 B. C., Dionysius the Elder—tyrant of Syra- 
sar g-| cuse—began to build a wall about his city. 7000 

] MU N aw ad os Athenian captives labored under the lash to quarry 
bs og s My 4 ~—- the rock; at one time 60,000 workmen with 6000 yoke 

: Rs Me a toy of oxen were at work on the structure itself; and yet it 
nate pal took seventeen years to quarry the stone with which 

of ; Pe (4 this wall, only six and one-half miles long, was built. 

a fe : ey Though rich in culture and the spoils of war—rich 
: ie hed ee ge ad in slaves and captives—Syracuse was, from our 

[ae 4 Peo ge), standpoint, desperately handicapped by her igno- 
) < é % i rance of the power of explosives. 

ti ogfiboos ne peer } | Today a few pounds of Hercules dynamite or blast- 
Ce ee (Ue } ing powder in the hands of the quarrymen take the 

et ry; oh | | place of Dionysius’ thousands. Huge blocks of stone 
P] pee eae aye | many hundreds of tons heavier than the largest that 

Ms : *~ 62 \ 2 I x * 
\ue we ee el Be \ came from the Great Quarry of Syracuse are taken from 
FARR RF rk | our granite hills with the help of Hercules Explosives. |} 

: Oe ey | Wherever there are mines or quarries, wherever tunnels are 
gg Whee o F being built or canals dug, wherever roads or railroads are being 

Qe : po : graded—in fact, practically everywhere that work for the ma- 
i “a ’ terial advancement of mankind is going on; you will find ex- 

\ ze ro 3 plosives playing an important part—a part that is to a large 
| | gis e g q extent supplied by the products of the Hercules Powder Co. 

HERCULES POWDER,COMPANY | 
(INCORPORATED) 4 

: 941 King Street, Wilmington, Delaware i 

Sales Offices: Allentown, Pa., Birmingham, Buffalo, Chattanooga, Chicago, 1 
Denver, Duluth, Hazelton, Pa., Huntington, W.’ Va., Joplin, Mo., Los { 
Angeles, Louisville, New York City, Norristown, Pa., Pittsburg, Kan., } 
Pittsburgh, Pottsville, Pa., St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, | 
Wilkes-Barre, Wilmington, Del. ve | 

CCR OE 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write ®
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PICTURES THAT LIVE Thus we arrive at an understanding of how the 
(Continued from page 119) talking motion picture is photographically composed 

graphically-recorded voice projector. The positive film through the use of dual cameras perfectly synchronized, 

is first placed on the left hand drum (90), and is then and we also see how the positive print which is a com- 

fed down through suitable guides and carriers past the bination of two separate negatives is used as a repro- 
lens (96). Tension is maintained by a roll (93) located ducing medium, recalling to our eyes and to our ears 

midway between the first lens slit at (96) and the regular definitely arranged scenes and sounds. 

motion picture lens (92). The aperture in front of Thus far no mention has been made of what may 
lens (92) must be of such a nature as to allow only the be regarded as the most important characteristic of the 

motion picture proper to be projected, cutting out from dual camera method of recording talking motion pic- 
the screen any trace of the voice record. Tension is tures, namely the extreme flexibility of the scheme 
maintained on the film by successively arranged rollers, itself. In the previously mentioned example of the 
and the film is taken up again on drum (94). lady playing on a harp, it was assumed for simplicity 

Consider that a length of film has been placed in the that both the tones and picture records were made with 
machine as indicated in figure 1, the actions are then all of the attendant apparatus near at hand. That 
as follows. The synchronous motor on the motion pic- such an arrangement is unnecessary was clearly demon- 

ture projector is started up and the film begins to strated in a recent experiment made on “Edison Night”, 

unreel past the upper aperture at (96) at a definite October 21, 1927. On this occasion a camera driven 

rate of speed. This aperture is no wider than the voice by a synchronous motor was set up and focused upon 

band on the film, and as the film passes by the slit a the little group assembled before a radio microphone 

powerful beam of light from the bulb (95) passes in Mr. Edison’s laboratory. When the interview be- 

through it and strikes the sensitive element (98) of a tween Mr. E. W. Rice, Jr., and Mr. Edison was about 

photoelectric cell — the electric eye of the talking motion to begin, the camera motor was started, and at the 
picture. Here the light pulsations caused by passing same time the synchronous motor on an oscillograph 
a beam of light through the fine photographic markings Tecorder located nearly two hundred miles away fell 
on the film are converted to electrical impulses in a into step. Telephone wires carried the interview taking 
circuit which contains the grid of an initial stage of place in West Orange, New Jersey, directly to the 

vacuum tube amplification (104). The action of a vibrating element of the oscillograph, and from the two 
photoelectric cell is quite well known, the so-called films made simultaneously at widely separate points, a 

“electric eye” depending for its action upon the effect positive print was easly made as previously described. 
of varying light intensities on certain metals. Seliuni- Linking together in concrete form much of the worth 
mum, for example, has the property of changing its while work of the past with the present is the new 

electrical resistance when placed under a light, and so “talking motion picture projector” or “Kinegraphone”, 

adapts itself to use in phonophotography. There are a name which has been coined to describe in itself the 

many types of photoelectric cells, all of which are used entire apparatus used in recording and reproducing 

more or less in reproducing photographically recorded sound and action pictures in synchronism. This ma- 

voice impulses, but a detailed discussion of such devices chine is at present largely in an experimental state, and 
is quite beyond the scope of this article. hence, little information is avaiable upon its mechanical 

After passing the first amplifier (104) the electrical and electrical details. It must therefore, suffice to say 
impulses generated in the “electric eye” and transmitted in passing that the Kinegraphone embodies to a certain 

through its copper nerves (100), pass to a high power extent the reproducing scheme herein set forth with 

audio frequency amplifier No. 2 at (110), the output certain necessary modifications and additions. 
from this latter amplifier being carried directly to the At present it is extremely difficult to do more than ; 

loud speaking apparatus (89) located in the vicinity predict a few of the many uses which may in time 

of the screen (88). The loudness of the sound so be found for the talking motion picture. Of immediate 

produced is dependent both upon the amount of light interest to the general public is the fact that the talking 

striking the sensitive photoelectric cell and upon the motion picture may be adapted to supplying a full 

amplification used. orchestral accompaniment for pictures. This is of 

It will be seen that since the film passes the voice- great value to the exhibitor in a small town who finds 
pick-off aperture first, there must be some rearrange- it impossible to spend a great deal of money on the 

ment of the sound and picture records in order to syn- music score of his motion picture exhibitions. Through 

chronize the sound with the picture as each exposure the new type of talking motion pictures people in small 

passes the projection aperture at (92). To accomplish communities will be enabled to both see and hear famed 

this, the distance between apertures must be accurately speakers or musical organizations. Educationally, such 

measured, and when the positive print is being made up a system will be of great value, since it will be possible 

as previously explained, the voice record is printed a to record lectures and demonstrations simultaneously, 

corresponding distance behind the picture record. With and to later show them in widely separated classrooms 

the standard “Simplex” projector this distance amounts not equipped with sufficient laboratory apparatus to 

to approximately 17 inches. make such experiments feasible. It is entirely possible
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to predict that when the time does arrive when motion THE AUTO IN GREAT BRITAIN 

pictures will register with absolute fidelity all of the When Mr. John Bull intends to purchase an automo- 

natural colors involved in photographing a production, bile, he goes to a concessionary and the following pro- 

suitable talking motion picture apparatus will have been cedure takes place: 

developed so that entire operas may be shown upon Johnny adjusts his monocle, raises the bonnet of the 

the screen and simultaneously heard by the audience. Car in question, and examining the engine, notes with 

Is this a little visionary? Perhaps. Impractical, satisfaction that it is small; thus being economical in 

impossible or improbable? Three times “no” in the respect to tax and petrol. The salesman tells him that 

future. the car will run even more economically if he uses 

——— petrol with tetra-ethyl spirit in it, also the decarbonising 

FRENCH ARMY WILL TRAVEL IN AUTOS operation will have to be performed less frequently. 

RUN WITH CHARCOAL The prospective customer tries his weight against the 

The French army is gradually converting its auto- wings, and looking under them notes the brand of tyres 

mobiles into wood burning vehicles. used. Meanwhile the salesman raves and expounds the 

The camions, gun tractors, ammunition carriers and advantages of the valve in head motor over the motor 

ambulances of the future French army divisions will with side-by-side valves. Mr. Salesman goes on and 

travel on “green” coal. tells his victim how roomy the two passenger dickcy- 

So far, only the large trucks have been transformed compartment of the drop-head coupe is. The prospect 

to wood burners. But the use of wood as a national is told how the posts on evether side of the screen are 

fuel is being systematically developed in order that Marrow so as to allow clear vision. The tell-tale and 

France in case of another war may be independent of other instruments are grouped nicely on the dashboard. 

the foreign monopolies which now control the gasoline Johnny Bull is asked to notice that the car is equipped 

supply of the world. with Shurfire sparking plugs, Mixum carburetter, Greaso 

According to various experts, the French forests can oil caps at all chassis lubrication points, and a convenient 

provide an annual production of approximately 800,000 change gears lever. The car also has a Neverslip cone 

tons of charcoal for wood burning engines in addition clutch (never disengage either). After noticing that the 

to the 275,000 tons now annually produced. car has the ultra modern feature of having the petrol 

This would insure a sufficient supply for the army. tank amidships, and arranging the trade-in price on his 

Gasoline, of course, would still be needed for aeroplanes. crock, Mr. Bull drives off with a 14% liter 10/23 H. P. 

But the recently discovered oil wells in Mesopotamia are Hoopla Hoopla Six. —W, Wilson. 

expected to supply France with enough oil for the een nnn 

needs of the air service. i | 

— | | 
LARGEST TRANSFORMER IN THE WORLD 1 | 

Capable of furnishing sufficient electrical power to i | : 

light, heat, and transport a city of half a million i . | 

people, seven transformers the largest in the world, | Brock Engraving Co. | 

have just been completed at the Sharon Works of the | | 

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. I | 

The gigantic electrical mastodons are for use near | | 

Philadelphia in connection with the new Conowingo | | 

Dam project of the Philadelphia Electric Company. | | 

The transformers are gigantic in size and appearance. | ENGRAVERS FOR | 

Each stands over 31 feet in height, weighs over 200 | ! 

tons and has a voltage of 220,000 volts which is the | ! 

highest in actual use in electric power transmission. | 

Each year $12,000,000 worth of electricity will pass ! 4 P * : 

snarl the seven transformers. " " | The Wisconsin Engineer | 

Several cars will be required to ship each trans- | ! 

former. To carry the heaviest part, railroad officials ! 

found it necessay to bulid a special flat car, having l 

twelve wheels and a carrying capacity of 220,000 pounds. l 

The seven transformers require 20 car loads of oil | Fourth Floor State Journal Building | 

for cooling and insulation. Madison, Wisconsin 

WHAT IS YOUR ENGINEERING HOBBY? | 

Get some photos of it, write it up, and send it in ! | 

to the Engineer. This is your magazine. Contribute 

to it. ee en ett ttt ttt atte
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Eee EDITORIALS 
e e e (Continued from page 128) 

Blasting Circuits than the policy that considers immediate expediency. 
Such a man is bound to be unpopular with short-sighted 

. people. That has been demonstrated by the attacks 
> ~ , 7 T t already made upon him for his stand on certain farm- 

° i relief suggestions. In spite of this, there is a strong 
sentiment in favor of Hoover among the rank and file 

i of the country. If that sentiment can find an outlet, 
. . ‘ . . there is apt to be a Hoover landslide at the convention Biter a cet, A nee eset and at the polls 

the blast anclta reach fo the lit hole te te Bane ee “CAMpie NOTES holes with electric detonators. E. Connections between the CAMPUS NOTES detonator wires from holes “DD” to the leading wire “C”. (Continued from page 125) 

Professor L. E, A. Kelso, Professor A. Meyer, Mr. 
Lesson: No. 3) of G. F. Tracey, Ma. [. Cc. Larson, and Bt C. A. aTGTES 

are other members of the department who are engaged 
’ in research problems. 

BLASTERS HANDBOOK The case-hardening of steel by means of gas instead 
VEN the way that wires are twisted of by the use of charcoal is being studied by Professor 

E together in making connections has R. A. Ragatz, who is trying to determine the cause for 
an important bearing on proper use of certain erratic behavior in the process which interferes 
explosives. Electric blasting is hedged with its successful use. Professor O. A. Hougen is 
around with most elaborate rules and also working on a gas problem in connection with the 
precautions. There are series and par- removal of rust, moisture, and tar from the gas. Mr. 
allel connections, parallel series and series K. M. Watson and Mr. A. J. Kromholz are other mem- 
parallel circuits. Blasting machines or bers of the Department of Chemical [Engineering who 
power circuits for electric blasting are are making investigations. 
surrounded with great mystery. That close and satisfactory relationships are being 
In Chapter Three of the Blasters’ Hand- rapidly established between the College of Engineering 
book this matter of blasting circuits and various industries throughout the state was an- 
is illustrated and comprehensively de- nounced by Professor Ben G. Elliott, who, for several 
scribed. The selection and use of gal- years, has devoted a considerable portion of his time 
vanometers, rheostats and blasting to visiting the industries and establishing close con- 
machines are explained. Tells how to tacts between them and the college. —L.FLV. 

prevent misfires, how to test a circuit, — 
how to locate a break, how to use a . ALUMNI NOTES 
resistance table and many other practical (C TET ig f age 127) 

phases of blasting circuits. Hiestand, J. R., min’21, who was formerly with the 
The Blasters’ Handbook, prepared origi- Wisconsin Highway Commission at Lancaster, Wis., is now 
nally for the use of du Pont field service with Knox T. Thomas, Consulting Engineer, of Atlanta, 

j : Georgia. At present he is engaged on municipal work at 
men, is an extremely practical reference Cartersville, Ga., but spent the holidays in Madison visiting and study work. Leading technical relatives, 
institutions are using the Blasters’ Hand- Jones, T. D., min’22, who has been Superintendent of the 
book in their classrooms. Pocket size for refinery at the Omaha plant of the American Smelting and 
your convenience. Refining Company, has been transferred to Perth Amboy, 

New Jersey, where he will build and later operate an 
This coupon will bring you a copy electrolytic lead refinery. 

\\\ FREE. Send it off NOW. Peterson, Arthur, min’18, has been promoted to the 
A |position of General Superintendent of the Cornwall Ore 

—____ | Mines of the Bethlehem Mines Co., Cornwall, Pennsylvania. 
Y QD Siren, Edward R., min’25, has become mining engineer 

\ aearifa Ek OFr. for the American Smelting and Refining Company, and is 
\ 7, du Bontede Hemoursas@o,. Tas: at present located at Parral, Chihuahua, Merico. He was 

GP Explosives Department, Wilmington, Delaware. = employed by the Montreal Mining Company, of 

Without cost or obligation on my part, please send | Montreal, Wisconsin. 
me a copy of the ‘Blasters’ Handbook.” Werba, Edward O., min’19, has left the American Light 

and Traction Company of Grand Rapids, Michigan, and is 
Name g - aeaiiiaiainiiial “=== lemployed as travelling engineer by the Central Public 
Dormitory Room No. Street. vee | Service Corporation of Chicago, Illinois. 
Cilyessiscs_—neeeceeeontecezeeeeen coc eeeneeecnneeeeseceenen State. . coo ee Yundt, Evan R., min’27, has moved to 7255 Yates Avenue, 

—————————— anna | Chicago, Ill. Mr. Yundt is with the Illinois Steel Company.
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Where Bearings Never had a Chance 
In steel mills, in cement mills and in afew other quently run as high as 35%. Cases are on record 
places there are bearing jobs where the loads go where 60% of power has been saved. And the 
beyond a million pounds! Here the trend to cost of lubrication drops toa small fraction of what 
Timken Tapered Roller Bearings is even more it once was. 

marked than itis in general. No wonder the importance of Timken Bearings 
Timken Bearings are delivering their usual con- _transcendsthemere technicalities of ‘‘anti-friction.”” 
tinuous, money-saving service on jobs which never Timken Bearings have become a vital economic 
allowed any other type of bearing more than a factor in the Industries. 

bare chance for life. As an engineer you will have more and more to do 
Aside from the maintenance savings, insurance with the application of Timken Bearings. We 
against shutdown, and improvement in product, shall be glad to send you interesting and valuable 
the power savings on Timken installations fre- matter about them. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON, OHIO 
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- , Building an 
1. Rex Overhead Conveyor handling tires 

im 2. Rex Paver building highway 

3. Rex Mixers making concrete 
4, Rex Conveying System in a manufacturing plant 

The growth of the Chain Belt Company in a great variety of industries. Under- | 
is based primarily on two of the outstand- lying these two lines are the old, solid 
ing developments of the present century lines of power transmission and metal 
—the widespread use of concrete and of founding. 

material handling machinery. The Chain Belt Company business is a 
Today, Rex Mixers and Pavers are mix- modern business, employing proven prin- 
ing the concrete for the building of thou- ciples of manufacturing, but employing 
sands of concrete structures and thou- them in a modern way. 

senile of milesiofxond. Whether you are a student, a manufac- 

In Industry, Rex Conveying Systems turer or a graduate engineer, it might be 
are handling a great variety well to inquire what the busi- 
of raw materials, semi-fin- iE ness of the Chain Belt Com- 
ished and finished products’. pany holds for you. 

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

Mixers - Conveying Systems - Chain : Pavers - Traveling Water Screens 

a eo 

759 PARK STREET MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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Be" build ten right away. 
rt : \ In the management of this kind of boss it would 

i AN ENUS j seem desirable that the first trials of any new idea 

i ’ "A \ i should be carried out sub-rosa and that the boss should 
if a PENCILS li not be allowed to see the gradual progress made in 

i , ei ay i overcoming unexpected difficulties, but should be called 

i " ‘ Vi 2 ‘ The Larges Selling Quality Pencils li in for ‘ demonstration only when final success has been 

5 ae _ . f = attained. 

SN OW Det see ee i A type of boss —the bully —needs but little discus- 
i a fe a est coarseness; remarkably } = sion. He takes advantage of his power to tyrannize 
! i smooth and long-lasting. | : : na . . 
i \ a ' Each of the 17 degrees are i over his subordinates. To those who will stand it he 

i ‘, 1§ \ uniform with every pencil i is abusive without measure, to others he is as abusive 

i Ah of that degree—always. ; as he dares to be. The only way to manage such a 
! <f . . The wood is specially select- | <x tx ‘ é : 
i WY | ed cedar, of the best -uality | j boss is to tell him plainly that he must speak like a 
i \ Sh 4 SOE en ae i gentleman or not speak at all. Such a man generally 

i SS econ nical ae they can be i learns quickly whom he can revile with impunity and 
i WS » peed to the last inch. i whom he must handle more carefully. 

i é finish listin ctive /Wabetmdtk i Che most irritating type is the timid boss —he who 

i | known and recognized | | is always afraid to take an important step. The only 

i throughout the world. j way to manage a boss of this kind is for the subordinate 

i THIN 17 Black Degrees i to supply the courage which his boss lacks. He must 

i NIQUE LEAD . 3 Copying i force the decision and take the responsibility on him- 

i COLORED PENCILS Faring lng 2b j self. The result of this is, if the new idea turns out 
i] Make fine ines or figuring, check: For delicate thin ines... 7HSH-SH i well, the boss takes all the credit; if it fails, the sub- 

| Blue Purple Pink Flaia Hadiciper dos, $1.00 i ordinate gets the blame. ; However, one who is unwilling 

i Bed Brow: Le Blo) ‘Wi Sicéloners and Stores j to face this situation is unworthy of a position of 
| White Yellow Maroon throughout the World | responsibility as boss-manager. 

| } $1.20 per doz. Americatt Teed Pencil Co: i First cousin to the timid boss is the lazy one. Stch 

it pesca {| 2 boss may be a man of considerable ability with an 

ine tt ttt ttt tintin attractive personality and excellent judgment — capable 

i te er of accomplishing much for the business if properly 

| | managed. While the manager of such a boss can 

i | remedy the situation somewhat by extra labor to make 

i i up for the small amount of work turned out by his 

i | boss, this does not entirely solve the difficulty. There 

| i are some things which only the boss himself can do — 

| | some people that he must see personally, some letters 

| | that only he can write. Here again, an assistant well 
| | versed in the science of Boss Management can increase 

| | the output of his department by fifty or a hundred 

| | percent by skillful management. He must goad his 

| | boss into action. At times he will have to make himself 
| | very disagreeable and state things very plainly in order 

| | to overcome the torpor’ of his chief. He can have the 
| | satisfaction of knowing that his boss will be secretly — 

| | almost pathetically — grateful. No one is so genuinely 

| G d & C. | grateful as a lazy man if someone will provide him 
| oeaen ompany | with the stimulus to action which he himself constantly 

| ! lacks, and knows that he lacks. 

| ! One of the greatest privileges in life is to work 

| ! under a boss whom one can admire and respect —a 

| {man who is areal leader, who gives his own best 

| | effort to his work and exacts the best from those 
! ! under him. Such a man may be a hard taskmaster, 

! | he may be impatient or incompetent, but his sub- 

! | ordinates never want to leave him. for a boss who will 
| | accept sloppy work. 
| | Such leaders are bosses, not merely by virtue of their 

a position, but because they are the best men in the
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CENTRIFUGAL — ) — «tn 

3—20 M.G.D., 225 ft. head high service Allis-Chalmers Motor Driven Centrifugal Pumping 
Units installed in the Fridley Pumping Station, City' of Minneapolis, Minnesota, 

The three Allis-Chalmers Combined Centrifugal Pumping Units, each consisting of a 1000 hp. 
synchronous motor driving two 20-in. x 18-in. Type SF Centrifugal Pumps connected in series, 
and furnished for the City of Minneapolis were recently officially tested. The average com- 
bined efficiency obtained was slightly above eighty four per cent which so far as we know is 
a record efficiency for 20 M.G.D. 225-foot head motor driven centrifugal pumping units. It 
is performance of this kind which demonstrates the economy of Allis-Chalmers Pumping Equip- 
ment for municipal and other pumping purposes. | 

fiLtiS-CHALM ERS MANUFACTURING( 0. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. U.S.A. 

automobile and airplane wires, 
electrical wires, submarine cables, 
bridge-building cables, wire rope, 
telegraph and telephone wire, 
radio wire, round wire, welding 

wire, flat wire, star-shaped and all different kinds of shapes of wire, 
sheet wire, piano wire, pipe organ wire, wire hoops, barbed wire, 
woven wire fences, wire gates, wire fence posts, trolley wire and rail 
bonds, poultry netting, wire springs, concrete reinforcing wire mesh, 
nails, staples, tacks, spikes, bale ties, steel wire strips, wire-rope aerial 
tramways. Illustrated story of how steel and wire is made, also illus- 
trated books describing uses of all the above wires sent free. 

Sales Offices COMPANY 

Chicago New York Boston Cleveland Worcester Philadelphia Pittsburgh Buffalo Detroit Cincinnati Baltimore 
Wilkes-Barre St.Louis Kansas City St.Paul Oklahoma City Birmingham Memphis Dallas Atlanta Denver Salt Lake City 

Export Representative: U. S. Steel Products Co., New York 
Pacific Coast Representative: U. S. Steel Products Company, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer. when you write
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organization “by a long sea mile’. Wherever they sit 

————— is indeed the head of the table by general consent. 

7 Feoner ah Real leaders of this type are found in all walks of 
Steel Sheets that Resist Rust! life. Such were Carnegie, James dj Hill, Major Gen 

ae ee ee eral Summerall, U. S. A., Bismarck, Lord Kitchener, 

The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust. | President Roosevelt. 
It is successfully combated by the use of pro- It is the greatest stimulus, the greatest inspiration to 
tective coatings, or by scientific alloying to re- work under such a boss. Rather than a large salary, 
sist corrosion. Well made steel alloyed with rather than pleasant work, rather than good future, a 

Copper gives maximum endurance. Insist upon young man should pick an inspiring boss. The rest 

will take care of itself. 

Too often, however, we must build with the tools at 

hand. We must work with the bosses whom fate sends 

. ; us. in euch cases, we can Beicess a great service by 
R -R an intelligent practice of the Science of Boss Man- 

ust esisting agement. 

Copper Steel THOUGHTS OF AN IMPLEMENT ENGINEER 

(Continued from page 121) ‘ 
modern equipment, one man alone can operate 160 to 

| 320 acres, according to his crop. In lister wheat 

| territory, with tractor power, one man can handle 320 

| acres and not work more than 100 to 150 days a year. 

With five men and five 15-30 tractors, with three 14” 

. bottoms, traveling three miles per hour, a farm of 640 

Black and Galvanized acres can be plowed in 12 days, where formerly five 

iglbom> ui ji Nr men and ten horses took 64 days to cover that area. 

CO ins 3 90 Corn cultivation has always been one of the slowest, 

\ eer «4G aoe Wy meanest, hardest jobs in farming—a hot and dusty : 

ANG \\ise ME\ STONE al Hi} jill: task, as exhausting to the farmer as to his horses. 

WW Ses COppen Ste fi Hn il Under horsepower cultivation the single handed farmer 
wy A Se nT A Wi my has all he can do to take care of 40 acres of corn. With VOW ERS Quality AU fe 

AES = Service = fee F the all-purpose tractor he can handle 125 to 150 acres; 

. . . and with that kind of a tractor and lister cultivator, 
Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof- he can easily handle 250 2 
ing, siding, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks, and © can easily handle acres. ‘ 
all uses to which sheet metal is adapted—above or below _ Grain can be planted, cultivated, or harvested in a 

the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manu- similar manner regularly and easily at the rate of 25 

facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth, | acres a day per man; 50 acres per day can be covered 
and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates. under pressure. One man with three boys handles 

Black Sheets for all purposes nearly 2000 acres of Kansas land, year in and year 

Keystone Copper Steel Sheets out. These examples definitely indicate progress which 

Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets has been made in mechanizing agriculture. 
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets Another way of indicating the gains made by machin- 
Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock = 4, : . . . 7 Formed Roofing and Siding Products ery can be stated in terms of man-hours devoted to an 

Automobile Sheets—all grades acre to produce a crop by various methods. For ex- 

Electrical Sheets, Special Sheets ample: Using the standard binder method in grain it 

Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock takes 4.6 man-hours to harvest an acre; using a header, 

Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Ete. 3.8 man-hours, while with the harvester-thresher it is 
OF Shee Bid Tite MT Py odiiets scorer the Wlatieee: ctaaderds of auality and .75 man-hours, or a reduction to less than one-sixth. | 

construction fields. Sold by leading metal merchants. Write nearest District Office. Moreover, owing to: ‘the handling methods used, the ' 

. iS loss of grain shattered or shaken out in the process of 

American Sheet and Tin P late Company gathering amounts to the following: Standard binder 

SD isreicr SALES OFFICES =————————— method, 6 per cent loss; header method, 31% per cent, 

Chicago Cincionet Acne piearoctfe seis «New Yer harvester-thresher, 214 per cent, which saving alone is 
Pacific Coast Represcatatives: UNITED: STATES STEEL PROBUCTS Ca.,San Francisce a marked advance. 

Export Representatives: UNITED STaTES STEEL Propucrs Co., New York City It is logical, then, that the harvester-thresher is 

assess | extending its uses into areas formerly not considered 

De | suitable to this method of harvesting. 

Much gain also can be attributed to what may be 

]
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One of the World’s Largest Cantilevers cea ee 

(ot new highway toll bridge across Carquinez 
Strait in California replaces an old historic ferry 

a on the route from San Francisco east and north to 
, as. - Sacramento. It is the cantilever type with two main 

” Pr ny spans of 1100 feet each, making it the second largest 
ha tee of its kind in the United States and the fourth larg- 
TMS est in the world. The revised ein of 
(hema stated . . . . . ‘oncrete — Its Manu 

(eat Oe’ The Carquinez bridge is also noted for its deep pier facture and Use." « 

Kashnne neve Duty foundations which are 132 ft. below water level with fanbtoek Gar ptesene 

Construction Mixer No. 14-S a total height of 440 ft. The total length of the main methods of preparing 
structure is 3350 ft., including two anchor arms of Oe ee ! 
500 ft. each and a central tower span of 150 ft. ready for distribution. 

. . . . To engineering students, 
A Koehring 14S mixer was used in mixing the con- faculty members and 
crete for the floor of this giant cantilever and a ten Liane aeaiaasaipinaian 

: : é a ! gladly send a copy on 
a year old Koehring mixer did the mixing for the piers request. 

ae A | —dominant strength concrete for lasting dependabil- 
Me | ity. Three Koehring Heavy Duty Shovels excavated 

ce P. a: 207,000 cubic yards of material in building the 1.8 
ay « miles of the southern approach. 

EES KOEHRING COMPANY 
Koehring Heavy Duty Shovel MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

No. 301 Manufacturers of ORL?» 
Pavers, Mixers—Gasoline Shovels, Cranes and Draglines £ (a) 

yr 2 zi A ey gt i aime 

<< —l ONY 
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called the timeliness of action with these high-capacity 
machines. Plowing can be done at the most suitable 
hour, night and day operation of the untiring tractor 

A COMPLETE SCRE W being entirely possible. A longer growing season is 
certain in the higher latitudes, especially. 

EVERY SECOND It is not alone the inadequate returns of farming 
that tend to force men out of agriculture. The exces- 

a . : sively hard work even with the best horse power equip- 
= _ | | ment has had its effect in the same direction. Mechanical 
=i — = | | power appliances are rapidly reducing both these draw- 
ast | rt rf backs. Tractor farming not only improves the farmer’s 

oh 1 . Sa, | net return by inceasing the production per man, and 
_ — é | thereby reducing production costs, but it also takes 

a =f ie ez ‘ 4 still more of the back-breaking labor out of farming. 
eee. fl aa 6) om lor 2 _ | Any man who has ever tried it will remember the wear- 

sy =) Y 1 Say pl iness resulting from a full day’s work driving a horse- 
i @Z EN ee ee) Bok eel drawn binder. With one loader, the power take-off and 
a oil ? Li ay rg ee ren a 10-foot binder, a man can get twice as much work 
Cid ee a a a ’ done in a day and not be half as weary. 
iss as Wore amd oe ‘ , Often the farm implement industry encounters the 
oe fo preconceived notion that while power farming equip- 

oo a) ee .. ae #4 =| ment can and does reduce farm operating costs, it costs 
: cs pete _ . & | too much. This notion is a sheer fallacy; it is equally 

SP se | Bee | | unsound whether you measure the price of power im- 
Fs | ey st j lige plements in terms of what they will earn, or whether 
a A) 4 3s 2 ¢ a ger") | you consider the actual investment in dollars. The 
= aay wo =O CS Sia fact is that any farmer can purchase all the power 

we . equipment needed to operate a farm of 160 acres for 

the same amount of money it would cost him to buy 

a medium-priced automobile. 
OE a aemneee need Kspecially is the farm implement field full of invi- 

5 : tation and challenge to the engineering profession. A 
ing Machine, one of the latest developed score of more meats ago we fised to hear talk in engi- 

by Brown & Sharpe Screw Machine Engineers, neering circles about reducing the designing and develop- 
ment of farm implements to an exact science. That 

produces a complete brass screw every second, hope as a prophecy has not been in any degree fulfilled. 
The effect of such rapid production ts 1 For one thing, perhaps the mechanical-minded young 

men of our generation, whether from farm, factory, or 
lower manufacturing costs. As a rule, this sav- technical school, have been more attracted by automo- 

oo. . bile engineering with its more glittering rewards and its 
ing 1s passed down the line to you. better defined science than by farm implement  engi- 

Thus the mystery—how a manufacturer can neering: _ oe 
Lately we have seen the beginning of some significant 

offer better quality at the same or lower cost collective efforts in our field. One such effort is that 
. . . of the National Committee on the Relation of Electricity 

—is explained. Lower costs made possible by to Agriculture, which is actively and cooperatively 
modern Milling, Grinding, Gear Cutting, and analyzing the possibilities in that field through a series : 

of research projects. Another similar cooperative effort ) 
Screw Machines are largely responsible,—and is that of the Committee on Farm Machinery Research, 

: « which has undertaken a survey of numerous agricul- 
over 100 different types and sizes of these are tural engineering problems. ‘The committee is otean 
made by Brown & Sharpe. izing the work, reducing duplication and assigning well 

defined problems. Here we see the U. S. Department 
of Agriculture, the American Society of Agricultural 

BROWN oe SHARPE Engineers, the agricultural colleges, the National As- 
PROWN a SER Rbere:co (3) PROVIDENCE 17.9 Sa. sociation of Farm Equipment Manufacturers, and 

° others, cooperating to determine basic facts with a view 

to outlining efforts toward greater economic success in 

| the design and use of farm implements.
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Our successful experience in designing and building Refrigerating and Ice 
Making Plants in the last half century is passed on to the purchaser in the 

: form of properly constructed and installed equipments. 

| Specifications and Quotations covering any size Refrigerating or Ice 
Making Plant will be submitted on request. 

THE VILTER MANUFACTURING CO. 
906 Clinton Street Established 1867 Milwaukee, Wis. 
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WE CALL WE DELIVER . 

CLEANING, PRESSING and REPAIRING 

654 State Street Badger 7542 

PANTORIUM CO. 

Cleaners and Dyers 

MADISON’S ONLY 

ICE CREAM MASTER CLEANER 

’ | VISITORS ALWAYS \ KGL AS | 

WELCOME = hii ESTy 
Ee \\ \ 
tee aay } 

OUR WAGON PASSES YOUR DOOR aN LINN, of 

KENNEDY DAIRY CO. 538 STATE STREET 
B. 1180 

Ferfectly Pasteurized $5.00 in advance gives $6.00 credit! 
MILK, CREAM, BUTTER, BUTTERMILK, COT- 

TAGE CHEESE, SELECTED GUERNSEY MILK 

1 = TAPES--RULES gge==peoa= SeoreOsl aupmane lone | | | ieaseer lveeeeve [UFKIN TOOLS Boe 
THE COMPLETE SOLUTION OF YOUR PROBLEM 

OF ACCURATE MEASUREMENTS. 
per: 2 Se OA </S 

ES Visi] ips wi iy 

[Sx// 6) ; SEND FOR ; a ‘ama Ve ant i “ Cat. No. 11—Tapes and Rules Cat. No. 5—Tools Wa OU y r 

Trae Lorniy pout Co. Seinen. memeax GUY 
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vuiwe, || YOUNGER COLLEGE MEN || ~~ 
Ass't Design Engineer, J. E. WALTER, 

Titus, Austria a ON RECENT WESTINGHOUSE JOBS Cenrcate ache ten 88 

Where do young college mer get ina large bon monoxide gas, motor cars are brought into intimate con- 

industrial organization? Have they oppor- create an entirely new need for tact. Opportunities to work on 
tunity to exercise creative talent? Is indi- sth ae 

vidual work recognized? tunnel ventilation. Yet even _ the stupendous, the never-before- 

3 ¥ ’ when the Holland Tunnel is filled | undertaken, are not rare here. 

= ‘ to capacity and 2000 motor Hence young men i 
"HE HOLLAND TUNNEL is pacity and herd tein oe ais ll at ee 

one of engineering’s greatest sch oe ae Tous: z ‘h h hat ° a: n 
triumphs, because — eac irection, the air 1s fres. muc to cha enge their imagi- 

. . . and pure. nations and abilities. 
—it is twice the size of any 

tunnel ever bored beneath the This is a type of engineering ’ ’ ’ . 
bed of the Hudson River. undertaking with which young A battery of 56 fansdriven by Westing= wee , . 5 Lo. house motors pump fresh air into, and 

—it is over a mile and a half men in an organization of the fy aj | . £ Westineh f | oul air out of, the Holland Tunnel. 
long. size O estinghouse frequently Twenty-eight more Westinghouse- 

—it 1S designed for e motored fans are a re- 

automobiles to use. serve. Westinghouse plan- 

Because they gen- ouse ned the lighting system in 

erate poisonous car- the tunnel; also the sys- 

(W) tem of remote control. 

(wW) 
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i t yet i ight 
In the year that many of today’s college which operate at 1200-Ib. pressure and 750 
students were born, a new child—the steam degrees F. 

turbine—came into the industrial world. , 7 . Its birth eb a by the ddistallati Greater power plant efficiency is being 
fs birth was cele plate O. EOSIMSTANAMON: obtained by the extraction of steam from 

of a 5000-kw. unit, ian 1903, In 24 years the turbine at different temperatures to 
the turbine has grown to giant size, with a heat feed-water on its way to the boiler, 
165,000-kw. unit to go into operation in and the economies of the mercury vapor 
1928, and a 208,000-kw. unit under process indicate anew range of possibilities. 
construction, . . . . Rome wasn’t built in a day, nor was it 
Experienced engineers have made outstand-  pyiyt by one man. The power plant, which 
ing contributions to its development— pow delivers a kilowatt-hour of electricity 
making possible these tremendous units. A for one-third as much coal as it took 
young engineer, only a few years out of a quarter-century ago, is the combined 
college, has by “flow casts’ achievement of many engineers 
enabled designers to visualize working not only on turbines, 
the flow of steam through the but on generators, boilers, and 
intricate passages within the the many auxiliary devices. 
turbine. This has resulted in . These men have helped to 
an improved design of nozzles This monogram identifies give the world a new force. a the accomplishment. of : < and buckets. Others have elimi- General Electric scientists Progressive leaders in all fields and engineers. You will . a nated the causes of resonant find it in power houses, are calling upon electricity for on small motors in the 
vibration and have made pos- icone ee i te ever-widening — services—and 
sible the production of units — {1sserified factories of the end is not yet in sight. 

174-15DH 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 
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